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The most beautiful and popular forest of Rhododendron in Nepal

Milke Danda Trekking is one of the most virgin treks in the eastern part of Nepal. There is mostly
not visiting by more tourists at all. Milke Danda is a high long ridge forest of the rhododendron. It
is having 29 kinds of species rhododendron in Nepal out of 32. The region is bordering Arun and
Tamur valley. The ranges of hills are between 2500m to 3600, actually the trek up to Milke ridge
situated at 3124m. It is a Himalayan wildness trekking walk through a nature trail of the forests.
The ridge of Milke has a great ecological variation from the subtropical forests to alpine
vegetation and is renowned for having the highest diversity of rhododendron flower species in
Nepal.

 

Milke Danda is the most popular for Rhododendron in the natural hills and you can see more
different kinds of flowers as well. It is one of the best times to trek in the spring season because
of blooming the flowers. This trek is a cultural experience of the different Ethnic tribe as Rai,
Limbu, Gurung, Newar, and Chetri. Milke Danda. This trek offers Himalayan panorama views
including Mt Everest (8848m), Makalu (8463m), Kanchenjunga (8586m). This is why Milke Danda
is an extraordinary trekking tour in Nepal for the breathtaking flower scenery and the world’s
highest mountains. We recommend the lovers of nature trail trekking and flowers not to miss
once a lifetime Milke Danda trekking. Mohare Danda trek also one of the most popular treks in
Nepal for the rhododendron and cultural experience. 

 

 It is a multi-options trekking route in Nepal where you can combine the Makalu trek as well. It is
a short version trek itinerary which starts from Basantapur and ends at Tumlingtar. Milke Danda
trek can be adjusted as a lodge accommodation if you agree on considering local homestay.
There is not available any lodge at the Milke danda, that is why I also recommend carrying a tent.
It means no necessary to carry fully camping organizing types of equipment.
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http://www.nepalkailashtrekking.com/mohare-danda-trek.html

